
INTRODUCTION

Haryana, land of profound mythological and historical significance where hind civilization
flowered through ages. Haryana finds touching reference in the pages of Rig Veda. It was
here that Mahamuni Vyas wrote Mahabharat. The essence of human life found its most
candid expression in the philosophy of Gita. The history of India was decided time and again
in the plains of Panipat, Karnal, and Taraori.

Present state of Haryana was constituted on 1st November, 1966, as a result of bifurcation
of the bilingual state of the Punjab. However, there is a lot of influence of Punjab on the
culture, language as well as costumes and ornaments of the people of Haryana. No one is
sure how Haryana acquired its name. Historians have tried to explain its origin by various
phonetic combinations of half words. Har, Hari and Iana. To some it reminds of green
forests (Haryala Ban) which once characterised this part of Indo- Gangetic plain. The
heartland of Haryana is Khadar, where Khadi boli is spoken. This region consists of Rohtak,
Sonepat and Jind.
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ABSTRACT
The research is based on a study of the traditional jewellery of Haryana versus modern ornaments.
Adornment with jewellery is a very important aspect in the life of a woman. For a woman,
jewellery is almost an article of dress and their style varied from region to region and also within
the communities. Jewellery in the earlier days was not only an item of decoration but also an
important treasure but nowadays it is an important aspect of latest fashion as well. Haryana
though among the youngest of Indian states has a glorious past. The art of creating intricate
ornaments, with delicacy and patience, has been a part of Haryana throughout its history.
Ornaments worn by women of Haryana were  traditionally known  as ‘Toom Thekri’ which
includes head to toe ornaments like Borla, Bujni, Bunda, Jhumki, Nath and Purli, Hansli, Kanthi,
Guliband etc. and without them a woman is believed to be incomplete. But today, jewellery is the
new fashion accessory that enhances the appearance of an individual. Anyone who knows
fashion understands the importance of matching jewellery with the outfit to improve the look
and personality of an individual
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The tradition of adorning oneself with jewellery has gained even more vigor in the
modern days. They make use of items like shells, precious and semi-precious stones. The
variety of jewellery created in India is not only to suffice the aesthetic sense, but also to fulfill
the religious needs. Not only human beings are adorned with jewellery, but it is also especially
crafted for Gods and Goddesses and even for ceremonial animals like elephants, cows and
horses. Accessories such as jewellery are often the “cherry on top” to an overall outfit or
look. A successful outfit isn’t truly complete without the right accessories, jewelry. A “classic”
or “chic” look for example absolutely requires diamonds and pearls in order to be considered
whole. Diamond and platinum is the most expensive one while silver is quite affordable to
anyone, while gold is the jewelry used by nearly everyone.

METHODOLOGY
To conduct the study on traditional ornaments of women of Haryana state investigation

was carried out referring to data in the libraries to trace the areas of interest. Major communities
Ahirs, Rajputs and Jats were finally selected for the study. A number of villages were selected
as according to the communities selected. The data were collected by personal visits by
interviewing people about their traditional as well present day ornaments. The sample was
selected using purposive snow ball sampling technique in which some known persons of
selected communities were first contacted and further samples were selected through their
contacts.

Extensive use of sketching was done to illustrate various ornaments worn by the women
of Haryana to highlight and get a clear picture. For collection of designs of modern ornaments
use of internet along with some field visit was done.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
Ornaments play a major role in each individual’s life, they are considered as a visual

mirror of the time and the people, specially in the Indian context. In today’s world of glamour
the theme and the colour of the jewellery play a pivotal role in giving it the intricate look. The
traditional jewelry of India has always been quite heavy consisting of voluminous gold pieces.
However, with the change in times, the contemporary jewellery which is lighter in weight
has gained a lot of popularity among the Indian women. Whether in traditional or contemporary
designs, gold has always been the most widely used metal for creating ornaments. In the
past few decades, the fashion of gold jewelry ornaments being studded with diamonds and
other precious stones has gained a lot of popularity.

Starting from the head main traditional item of Haryanvi lady was known as Borla. It
was made up of either silver or gold metal embedded with colourful stones. But nowadays it
is made of lac and the stones and the stones are embedded on the surface. This was started
due to the fact that it is too expensive to have jewellery of gold or silver. It is round in shape,
clipped with the help of a hook and placed at the top of the forehead. The other head
ornament is Saar Borla in which the centre part is called borla and Singar Patti is attached on
its two sides. This is extended to the back side of the ears. It is generally of silver. It was a
flat structure on the lower edge it had small chains. Today’s bridal collection has all the
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traditional pieces but with variations in size, metals and beads (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 : Head ornaments

A-Borla, B- Saar Borla, C- Singar Patti, D- Tikka, E-Saggi, F- Fulli

The main ornament of ear is Bujni, which is worn by the old ladies till date. It is round
in shape of about 1.5 cm in diameter. It has broad base to be fitted into ear hole, so the hole
is slightly broader. They are either of gold or silver according to one’s financial status. It
weighs about 5-10 gms locally known as ½ to 1 tola. Younger women wore various other
ornaments like Bunda, Jhumka or Jhumki (Fig. 2). It has a round flat piece below which is
a semi-circular piece attached with number of ghungroos on the lower edge. Modern women
are going for matching earings either with their dress or with their neck piece having bold
and elaborate designs.

Fig. 2 : Ear ornaments

A-Bujni, B- Jhumki, C- Bunda, D- Magar, E- Bali

Nath and Purli were the important jewellery pieces for the nose in Haryana state.
Nath is a circular ring made of different diameters to suit the needs of the wearer. A string
is attached to this ring which is then tucked over the ear to keep it in its place. It is worn by
younger generation till date specially during their wedding. Purli is generally worn over a
nose pin. It is made of gold engraved with some design. It has a small circular stick to close
it inside the nose. Both of these are worn on the left side of the nose. Some of the old ladies
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wear on the right side another nose pin known as Tilli.
Jewellery worn around the neck include necklaces of various shapes and lengths. The

first and foremost ornament of this kind was Hansli, generally made of silver. It falls on
collar bone which is locally called hansia, thus named hansli. Kanthi is another important
necklace which has a heart shaped flat central pendant attached on a red coloured string.
Besides this, on both sides of the string, 2 types of beads made of gold and red glass are
attached alternatively to give a chain effect. Guliband has a red coloured velvet base over
which has a gold band. It has different types of designs engraved on it. Haar is another piece
made of silver which is flexible with number of layers having various floral motifs attached
to triangular shaped flat ends. Haar has about 5 to 7 layers, the bigger one is known as phool
haar. Joi mala is a necklace made of gold having number of leaf like structure hanging down
on a golden chain. Galsari has number of long beads either of gold or silver with a stone
embedded in centre is locally known as mania passed through red dori. Jhalara had 10
golden or silver coin structure attached to a gold or silver chain. Dhol and Patri (Fig. 3) was
worn daily, dhol has cylindrical shaped pendant passed through black thread. Patri is a small
flat rhombus shaped gold pendant with a hole on top through which a black thread passed.
Fig. 3 has pictures of some modern neck ornaments along with traditional ornaments worn
by traditional women of Haryana till date. Now it’s time of fashion and glamour.

Fig. 3 : Neck ornaments

A- Hansli, B-Kanthi, C-Haar, D-Guliband, E-Jhalra, F- Patri,G- Dhol, H- Joi Mala, I- Galsari

The hands of Jat women were adorned with Kadulae, Chhan, Pachheli, Gajra, Rawal
Gajra, Jhanjana and Hathphool (Fig. 4). These ornaments of hand were made out of silver
only. Kadulae was the most important ornament having a hollow round structure with a little
distance left between the two ends. They don’t have any screw to hold the ends together.
Chhan has abroad surface with intricate jalli design and it is closed by using a screw called
painch inserted into the holes to hold the two ends together. Pachheli is also similar to this but
one is chonchdaar pachheli having pointed as well as raised edges. It is a solid ornament and
is quite heavy. Gajra is a thick silver band with pointed beads all over the surface. At the two
ends it has broader and pointed surface which are closed together with the help of a screw.
Jhanjana has a number of ghungroos attached on a flat band, it is closed using screw.
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For married women glass bangles is a must. They are symbol of suhaag meaning that
they continue to enjoy the marital bliss. At the time of marriage, green coloured bangles are
worn. Rings were worn on the fingers. During marriage or other occasions Hathphool
having rings for all five fingers is attached to a common circular disc which is placed on the
upper part of hand. It is further attached to a flexible band which is worn around the hand
like a bangle.

Jewellery also provides way for personal expression. Now couples show their love and
emotions through jewellery which makes them feel special. The Colored Gem Rings  are
latest in fashion and are the ideal gifts for anniversaries and other special occasion

Fig. 4 : Hand ornaments

Tadde are rings used as armlets. Similar to the hands, the feet are also ornamented.
The ornaments worn on the ankle were of great importance for the women of jat community
as their lower garment or Daman is kept at a level which makes these ornaments fully
visible. They were a matter of pride and prestige for these women. It was believed that they
used to wear 5 kg of silver on their feet, consisting of a number of pieces of jewellery called
Kari, Chhail-kare, Naiveri, Patti, Datti and Ramjhol (Fig. 5)

Kari is similar to kadulae, having an open area in between the two ends. They are
broader in the centre and tapers near the ends. They have a flat surface. Once they were
worn, one cannot remove them. They have to be cut to take it out. Chhail-kare are broad

Fig. 5 : Feet ornaments

A-Kari, B- Chhail Kare, C- Gitian Wale, D- Naiveri,
E- Patti, F- Ramjhol
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with a curved surface throughout. They also have an open space in between the two edges.
There is another form known as Gitian wale with circular serrated pieces attached over a
band of silver. It has an opening with screw or painch for easy removal. Naiveri is another
piece of jewellery having a curved surface with diagonal line all over, closed with a screw.
Patti is a broad band of silver with flat surface with a little bit of design in rhombus shape.
Datti is similar to Gitian wale. Ramjhol has a number of ghungroos attached to its broad
band. It makes a very pleasing sound when a woman walks it is also made out of silver.
Nowadays the feet ornaments are known as anklets and hand ornaments as bangles.

The waist part of the women is also not left unornamented. Around the waist, a waist
band known as Tagdi is worn over the kurta. It is of silver metal with a number of chains
hanging down words in different forms. It has a hook at the end to tie at the back. There is
another piece of jewellery called Nara. It is a conical shaped chain with a number of ghungroos
attached to its lower edge and has a hole on top so that it can be tied along the cord which is
used to tie the Daman.

Conclusion :
Ornaments of gold and silver are must for every women, but nowadays in place of

heavy and cumbersome jewellery, small and light weight ornaments are worn. Initially
ornaments made out of 4-5 kg of silver were worn only on feet by women of Jat community
even though they destroyed their ankle bone, and it was matter of pride. But nowadays only
a single payal is worn. Now they use modern kind of sets of gold with matching earrings,
rings and maang tikkas. Green colored glass bangles are still must during marriage. Glass
bangles and vermillion are symbols for married women. And nowadays brides love to wear
designer matching chura during wedding as well as on ceremonial occasions.

The reasons of change given by the people of Haryana were fashion, influence of
media, comfort, mobility, profession and working conditions, economic reasons, fear of
theft, care and maintenance. Colourful and enchanting costumes and ornaments are found
in the history of India but it is unfortunate that now one have to search and research for
them. Ornaments and costumes of Haryana are no exceptions. From the changing nature
of fashion cycle we find that every fashion comes back after a period of time and same is
seen in big neck pieces worn over the collar bone reminds us of Hansli used traditionally.
Adding a jewelry to your wardrobe can easily promote you to the next level of style and
make you feel better about the way you look and today we have diamond, platinum and
colored stones and gems to create master pieces and designs. One cannot imagine an
engagement or marriage today without beautifully designed Colored Stone Wedding Rings
Antique jewellery:  In contrast to its name, it actually relates to the present trend and is in
reality considered more of fancy jewellery. Says Gunashekar, “the real antique jewellery
is only that which is passed on through the ages. What we now craft in the name of
antique jewellery is actually the modern day jewellery in gold or silver, which goes through
a process of oxidizing and is sometimes buried in a pot of clay, to give it a dull look.”
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